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Extended abstract of the report

Declining trust in government increases the requirements for communication between managers and residents. Thus, an open dialogue with citizens is one of the components in assessing the openness of government by the Accounts Chamber of the Russia\(^1\). Managers have a need for constant and transparent communication with civil society.

Digital technologies have replaced the usual means of offline communication. According to the marketing agency Web Canape, at the beginning of 2021 the number of social media

(further — SM) users in Russia approached 100 mil. Due to the growing popularity, SM have become an important tool for interaction between government and civil society.

SM is a group of Internet applications, allowing to create and share your own content. For managers, SM provide an opportunity for direct, instant and two-way communication with citizens. The authors emphasize the importance of SM in ensuring transparency of dialogue, increasing loyalty to government, and increasing citizen participation.

The use of SM by managers is a widespread research problem among sociologists, political scientists, and PR managers. Most empirical research focuses on the role of SM in shaping the image of a city manager and examining the impact of SM on election campaigns. Those, most often content analysis is used. However, there is little research showing the actual proportion of SM use in urban management. An example of such a study exists in Canada.

---

At the same time, interaction in SM challenges bureaucratic norms: the transition from “paper” communication to digital dialogue requires new competencies from managers. In this case, the analysis of the existing specifics of the use of SM by managers is an integral stage in the development of methodological recommendations. Thus, the key research question is formulated as follows: how does the structure of SM used by the administrations of the largest Russian cities differ?

The study was conducted in June 2021 as part of the Master of Public Administration educational program for management teams from the 100 largest cities in Russia, with the exception of Moscow and St. Petersburg. The first large-scale presence analysis of Russian administrations on SM was made possible by the experience of the program. Analytics were offered as training materials, which made it possible to verify the results of the participants. Additionally, 5 expert interviews were conducted with representatives of administrations to confirm the hypotheses.

The research is done on the basis of open data. We analyzed the official accounts of city administrations in six social networks: Instagram (Inst), Vkontakte (Vk), Odnoklassniki (Ok), Facebook (Fb), Telegram (Tg) and Youtube (Yt).

Two parameters were taken into account: the presence of a registered profile on the social network and the number of subscribers. The coverage of each SM was also calculated - the number of subscribers to the population ratio. The coverage indicator has its limitations, since not all subscribers are directly from the city. However, this is the only indicator available in open sources that allows to assess the effectiveness of communication. Coverage allows us to talk about the activity of the administration in SM, since there is a dependence between the quality of the profile and the number of subscribers.

We can draw the following conclusions about the representation of city administrations in SM.

- Administrations can be classified according to the degree of their presence in SM: there are “SMM leaders” with registered accounts in 6 networks (Krasnodar or Magadan), and mono-strategies for working with SM (Vladikavkaz).
- Most of the administrations are represented in 5 out of 6 reviewed social networks. Administrations, which are represented in 5 or 4 social networks, are absent only in Yt
and Tg. This allows us to speculate about the existence of stages of the "digital turn" of city administrations.

- The most popular SM, in which most of the municipalities are represented is Inst. Moreover, administrations represented in one SM have accounts in Inst. This is due to the high growth rates of the popularity of the SM, as well as to the wide and convenient functionality. The least popular SM are Yt and Tg. This may be due to the novelty of the formats for working with content.

- Administrations can be typologized by coverage structure. Some of them are active in several SM and have the same coverage values in them: Magadan has the same coverage in Inst and Ok. Others are developing one SM: Dzerzhinsk has a high proportion of coverage only on Vk. In other words, we state the difference between administrations that are present in social networks and that are active in social networks.

- We see geographic patterns in our SM strategies. For example, the Caucasian cities (Nalchik, Makhachkala) are actively working exclusively with Inst. This may be due to the peculiarities of perception by urban residents. Indeed, Inst is a key social network in the Caucasus. It can be argued that the administrations of these cities are pursuing a relevant communication strategy: they do not spend resources on the development of other, unpopular social networks. Thus, the presence in many SM is not a guarantee of high-quality communication between the authorities and civil society. In order to develop a competent SM presence strategy, it is necessary to take into account the urban context and pay attention to existing resources.